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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-12-2006 08:22 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Spanky, please tell us your educational background and where your core competencies lie. I 

cannot see that you added much of value to any of your threads when I clicked on your 

username.  

 

Be very cautious of folks like Spanky who paint with a wide brush. What a silly post.  

 

Are you anti-MLM in general or do you focus your wisdom and follow SBM with her fan club? 

 

spanky 06-12-2006 08:27 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Spanky, please tell us your educational background and where your core competencies lie. I 

cannot see that you added much of value to any of your threads when I clicked on your 

username.  

 

Be very cautious of folks like Spanky who paint with a wide brush. What a silly post.  
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Are you anti-MLM in general or do you focus your wisdom and follow SBM with her fan club? 

 

Careful innocent people.....Careful...definately do your due dilligence on this program and join 

with extreme caution 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-12-2006 08:40 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Spanky or is it SoapBoxMom, you tend to follow her around a lot. You have "Our Gang" 

assembled :) Not so cute however.  

 

To SoapBoxMom who shared another inaccuracy earlier today as she stated that Tim's site is 

getting the most of the traffic, so he is probably making a lot of money. What an absolute joke. 

What she failed to share (as that would not bolster her farse here) is that almost every rep with 

AC uses a non corporate site and in fact, SoapBoxMom posted many of those links for other sites 

(claiming they were all Jack W.'s at one point, which was another inaccuracy of which she never 

truly recognized). So is is well aware that most do not use the corporate site when she checked 

Alexa results.  

 

Let's throw enough junk at everyone, there is bound to be some slivers of truth in there to 

confuse them. If that is your MO, then you are sadder than I thought.  

 

So, I will answer questions after you go through the posts this weekend and answer every 

question for all to see. 

 

renloyx 06-12-2006 08:40 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

Let's give corporate the $3000 per conference ticket. That = $900,000. We know that of the 

(300 x $7000 = $2,100,000) commissions Wacko Jacko got at least $540,000 (Jacko's own 

figure). It is also likely that Timmy with the most often hit website garnered at least that much 

in sales. At the most I have seen a dozen reps pages or paid press releases. The other reps can't 

even be found. So, they can't be selling much. If we assume that Timmy and Jack are selling the 

same amount that is 1,080,000. Out of 300 x $70000 = $2,100,000 they have $1,080,000 of the 

sales. That leaves $1,020,000 for the remaining 298 reps to fight over. Oh, but wait we must 

take out the $120,000 approximately that you claimed you earned. That leaves $900,000 for the 

remaining 297 reps to fight over. If it was divided evenly amongst the remainging reps they 

would each get $3030.30 which puts them all in the money losing category. Or if we take the 



expected earnings of $100,000 according to AC then 9 reps can make that and the other 288 

reps would make zero $$$$$$$$$$$. So, AC is blatantly lying about the earnings potential to 

its reps. 

 

........... 

 

Soapboxmom 06-12-2006 06:25 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Caught in a big lie--ouch. Wishyouknew, just confess that you never even attended the MMC. In 

fact, you state you were on a few calls out of 100 or so over the past year.  

 

OpenQuestion, this person was the person who posted over and over about the product being 

worth $40, so this is very relevant. The one person who states they were there, was not. In fact, 

with over 220 attendees at the first 3 MMC's produced 2 guarantee requests.  

 

Since there were over 100 attendess at the MMC, there would be no way to narrow it down, 

Wishyouknew. I could care less about your name, as your accountability is with your own 

integrity, conscience and with God. That's utlimately what matters most as you state you are a 

believer.  

 

Either let us know are we can make the conclusion that you have lied in several posts. 

 

Daddio, Wish didn't lie! He is very wisely trying to keep his identity private. With so few 

attendees to your joke of a conference Timmy boy could easily determine his identity and Wish 

would join the long list of folks being sued by that ungenuine slime. An attorney at Quatloos 

cautioned us not to reveal our IDs, so I won't disclose much personal info either. We are not the 

stupid sheep you usually recruit, so you will have no luck finding us! If we must believe your 

earnings and qualifications with no proof I don't see why we need proof of his attendence. Its a 

two way street pal! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 06-12-2006 06:45 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxDad, 

 



Gee, thanks for regurgitating your training manual for us again. We just love reading that drivel 

over and over and over. Too bad we don't get the $7000 commission over and over and over for 

suffering through that tripe. 

 

Now as to the perceived value of the conference. We know several things.  

1. From comparative shopping the $10,000 price tag is horrendously high. 

2. We can see form the 0.6 sales to 1 rep ratio that there are few or no ouside the pyramid 

sales. 

3. With 300 10 grand sales and 500 reps (your figrues) the conferences are so worthless even the 

reps won't buy a ticket. 

4. With 300 sales and 500 reps we can also see there is no money making potential here and the 

reps will be demanding refunds in droves as time goes on.  

5. The fact the speakers and their credentials, education, experience, certifications and published 

works is not advertised, and in fact not openly and honestly disclosed without buying the 

conference is also a huge red flag. That is practically a guarantee that the conference is 

worthless. Every conference my husband has been sent to for business they knew all those things 

before anyone paid a cent.  

 

These factors and many more speak decisively to the value of these silly conferences! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 06-12-2006 08:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Just a review of what we have learned so far: 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= THEFT 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= LIE 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= PIE IN THE SKY 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNCHRISTIAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNAMERICAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= POTETIALLY DAGEROUS CULT PHENOMENA 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is: Intentionally designed to exclude all non Christians 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is elitist psychotic drivel. 

Truly Christ-Centered Business has absolutely nothing to do with CHRIST 

Truly Christ-Centered Business CAN NOT BE JUSTIFIED BY THE BIBLE. 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 06-12-2006 08:35 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Just a review of what we have learned so far: 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= THEFT 



Truly Christ-Centered Business= LIE 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= PIE IN THE SKY 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNCHRISTIAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNAMERICAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= POTETIALLY DANGEROUS CULT PHENOMENA 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is: Intentionally designed to exclude all non Christians 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is elitist psychotic drivel. 

Truly Christ-Centered Business has absolutely nothing to do with CHRIST 

Truly Christ-Centered Business CAN NOT BE JUSTIFIED BY THE BIBLE. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 03:38 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

If Poweroldglory is not Tim Darnel, then it must be-Gregg Poffenbarger.. Because he too is from 

Allen, Tx. 

 

Soapboxdad, Which city are you from again? 

 

I can start naming names of other reps I know that were top earners, if that proves anything to 

you. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 03:43 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, as you are supposedly a believer, keep hanging out with the likes of Renloyx. 

Maybe you can witness to him as you have obviously seen his posts. We are still waiting on the 

roster from the MMC that you stated that you attended and that you would provide. We are still 

waiting. You guys have asked for the bios, but if you really had attended, you would share. 

 

 

I am not "hanging out" with anyone. I don't know these people. Man, you assume alot of things. 

People desperate for facts assume things out of ignorance. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 03:52 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

I did find this when I was searcing for some old A/C info, This is a e-mail Tim sent to us reps a 



while back. Tim lied and would like us to believe that the BBB is a for profit organization when 

in fact they are not. They are Non-profit.  

Also, another thing I found funny. Is it with God's merciful hand to sue others?  

Soapboxdad, How would I have this e-mail if I was not a rep..???  

 

 

Hi Team, 

 

 

 

As some of you know, we applied for Better Business Bureau membership in October of this 

past year. Their response to us was to take our $375.00 membership fee and post surprisingly 

erroneous information about our Company. Upon being advised of the posts, we immediately 

sent the documentation that clearly showed the errors of their posting. To our amazement, they 

refused to take them down, correct them, or much less apologize for their mistake, establishing a 

clearly belligerent stance with AC. They offered no contract for enrollment and no explanation 

of their irresponsible action. We, therefore, are now in the process of litigating against the north 

Texas chapter (an independent for-profit franchise) on several counts. 

 

 

Our case is iron-clad and we are well represented. We could use your help, however, and here?s 

how: 

 

 

 

If you have any instances of a Candidate who saw the posting and decided to not continue the 3 

Simple Steps, the President?s Interview, or enrollment due to that posting; or if you have a Rep 

who was intimidated by the posting and decided to pursue other activities, our case will be 

strengthened by knowing those particulars. If you are one of the latter, a Rep who saw the 

posting and was influenced in a negative way, I would appreciate knowing that and won?t think 

any less of you at all. If you saved any e-mail messages from one of these scenarios, that would 

be wonderful. Please forward those to me at: TimD@AdvantageConferences.com. 

 

 

 

With that being said, Advantage Conferences is growing at a fantastic rate and the caliber of 

individuals coming on board is almost beyond my comprehension (though not really). The 

quality of Reps is exactly what we have prayed for, expected and envisioned; and now humbly 

accept as God?s favor and goodness. 

 

 

 

This confrontation with the local agency is our willingness and obligation to stand up to our 

giants and let them know they can?t arbitrarily libel a company based on non-truths. We will 

have future challenges as well, and we are resolutely equipped, with God?s merciful hand, to 

deal with each and every one. I truly thank you for your support and spirit of forward movement. 

mailto:TimD@AdvantageConferences.com


This is truly an amazing company with amazing people. More importantly, God is absolutely in 

control, and we will prevail (as plaintiffs). 

 

 

 

We need your instances, if any, as requested in above paragraph 3 as quickly as you can send 

them. Thanks for attending to this issue promptly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Blessings, 

 

 

 

 

 

Tim Darnell 

 

President 

 

Advantage Conferences 

 

Office: 972-727-4995 

 

1-888-832-7635 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 03:57 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Soapboxdad, would you agree that this is the difnition of a pyramid scheme? 

 

A pyramid promotional scheme is a plan or operation by which a person gives consideration for 

the opportunity to receive compensation that is derived primarily from a person's introduction of 

other persons to participate in the plan or operation, rather than from the sale of a product by a 

person introduced into the plan or operation. 

 

Would you not agree that this is what Advantage Conferences is doing? 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 04:12 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  



Soapboxdad, 

 

The reason I posted that e-mail from Tim was to proove my point about Tim.. 

 

You had mentioned that if any potential prospect viewed scam.com and decided it was not a 

good fit then you were glad.. and that Advantage Conferences would not want that person 

anyway. 

 

As you can see from Tim's e-mail. Tim was VERY upset to think that the BBB cost him 

MONEY.. I am sure he feels the same way about scam.com If he could have evidence of 

prospects viewing/reading scam.com and making the decision not to join AC because of what 

was posted then I am sure he would sue us as well if he could. 

 

Even though you may have the view about prospects viewing this and not being a good fit. But, 

TIM does not share that view. He wants the money anyway he can get it. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-13-2006 04:35 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Phinnly, you and Renloyx have done more for our business than 1,000 more innaccuracies from 

SoapBoxMom. Thank you. In fact, you might want to check your PM's from SoamBoxMom and 

Wishyouknew as they may be asking for you to go elsewhere as you are really making the case 

for what we offer.  

 

Phinnly, success leaves clues. It is great to know where you stand. You are anti-network 

marketing and you are anti-Christian. One can click on your screen name to see that as well. The 

humanistic sites that you have recommended for folks to visit are very sad indeed. But they tell 

all. 

 

We are called to love the unlovable. I have and will pray for you that you begin a personal 

relationship with a very real Jesus Christ. You can mock Him with your posts, but He still loves 

you. The nice thing about the truth vs. misguided opinions here is, it is the truth, whether you 

chose to accept it or not. 

 

Our business is flourishing and will continue to do so. We are off to a huge June already. 

Probably more than you make in one year's time. In fact, it gratifies me that I will give more than 

this amount into the Kingdom this year to fund ministries to undo what you are attempting to do 

to individuals.  

 

Are we the only business that puts Christ first? No. Are we the only business folks should 

consider? No. More and more companies are taking a stand on putting Christ first in their 

business and marketplace ministry. In fact, if you are reading this and doing due diligence on 

Advantage Conferences and you find yourselves agreeing with Phinnly, Renloyx and 

SoapBoxMom, Advantage Conferences is not a good fit for you so I can save you the time.  



 

For those that understand that your faith and walk is not out of religious obligation or jumping 

through hoops, and is not designed to be practiced within 4 walls called a church, go through the 

thread and pray for discernment.  

 

Know what this site attracts by it's very name and that fact that the biggest bashers on this thread 

have admitted to NO personal experience with Advantage Conferences. Lies, gossip and 

inaccuracies sell. People are addicted to drama and controversy.  

 

Unfortunately, it also appears that those bashing Christians and this company are addicted to 

making inaccurate statements and hate speech.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Phinnly Slash Buster  

Just a review of what we have learned so far: 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= THEFT 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= LIE 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= PIE IN THE SKY 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNCHRISTIAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNAMERICAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= POTETIALLY DAGEROUS CULT PHENOMENA 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is: Intentionally designed to exclude all non Christians 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is elitist psychotic drivel. 

Truly Christ-Centered Business has absolutely nothing to do with CHRIST 

Truly Christ-Centered Business CAN NOT BE JUSTIFIED BY THE BIBLE. 

 
 

 

spanky 06-13-2006 04:43 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Phinnly, you and Renloyx have done more for our business than 1,000 more innaccuracies from 

SoapBoxMom. Thank you. In fact, you might want to check your PM's from SoamBoxMom and 

Wishyouknew as they may be asking for you to go elsewhere as you are really making the case 

for what we offer.  

 

Phinnly, success leaves clues. It is great to know where you stand. You are anti-network 

marketing and you are anti-Christian. One can click on your screen name to see that as well. 



The humanistic sites that you have recommended for folks to visit are very sad indeed. But they 

tell all. 

 

We are called to love the unlovable. I have and will pray for you that you begin a personal 

relationship with a very real Jesus Christ. You can mock Him with your posts, but He still loves 

you. The nice thing about the truth vs. misguided opinions here is, it is the truth, whether you 

chose to accept it or not. 

 

Our business is flourishing and will continue to do so. We are off to a huge June already. 

Probably more than you make in one year's time. In fact, it gratifies me that I will give more 

than this amount into the Kingdom this year to fund ministries to undo what you are attempting 

to do to individuals.  

 

Are we the only business that puts Christ first? No. Are we the only business folks should 

consider? No. More and more companies are taking a stand on putting Christ first in their 

business and marketplace ministry. In fact, if you are reading this and doing due diligence on 

Advantage Conferences and you find yourselves agreeing with Phinnly, Renloyx and 

SoapBoxMom, Advantage Conferences is not a good fit for you so I can save you the time.  
 

For those that understand that your faith and walk is not out of religious obligation or jumping 

through hoops, and is not designed to be practiced within 4 walls called a church, go through 

the thread and pray for discernment.  

 

Know what this site attracts by it's very name and that fact that the biggest bashers on this 

thread have admitted to NO personal experience with Advantage Conferences. Lies, gossip and 

inaccuracies sell. People are addicted to drama and controversy.  

 

Unfortunately, it also appears that those bashing Christians and this company are addicted to 

making inaccurate statements and hate speech. 

 

In fact, if you are reading this and doing due diligence on Advantage Conferences and you 

find yourselves agreeing with Phinnly, Renloyx and SoapBoxMom, Advantage Conferences 

is not a good fit for you so I can save you the time.  
 

 

i completely agree A.C. wants reps who wont question there business model...thats why A.C. 

doesnt want us. They want gullible reps who dont mind taking innocent peoples money from a 

blatant pyramid scheme...and use religion to garner recruits 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-13-2006 05:28 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wishyouknew, the fact of the matter is you did not attend an MMC. You may have been a rep 

and attended a "few calls" as you stated, but you did not experience our main product. You can 



confess and even though you were caught in a lie, you can feel better about yourself that it is in 

the open. 

 

If you are telling the truth, you have no legal worries now do you? 

 

Yes, it is relevant if you are lying. The fact that you stated that the MMC was worthless or not 

even woth $40 was the first clue. Naming top reps is not significant as anyone researching the 

company can obtain those names 

 

I can also assure you that Power is not Gregg. But I am pretty sure you are MP and I am very 

dissappointed in you brother.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

If Poweroldglory is not Tim Darnel, then it must be-Gregg Poffenbarger.. Because he too is 

from Allen, Tx. 

 

Soapboxdad, Which city are you from again? 

 

I can start naming names of other reps I know that were top earners, if that proves anything to 

you. 

 
 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 05:39 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Soapboxdad, 

 

You can "fact of the matter" and assume what ever you want. I did attend a conference and felt it 

was worthless. I would not even think about giving you any information that would allow you to 

narrow down who I am. 

 

My initials are not MP.. But, think what you want to. As you always do!  

 

Goodnight! I am going to bed! 

 

P.s-- it is funny how you pick and choose what post to respond to.. What about the others I 

posted tonight? 

 

richardboyce 06-13-2006 05:49 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 



  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, the fact of the matter is you did not attend an MMC. You may have been a rep 

and attended a "few calls" as you stated, but you did not experience our main product. 

 

 

For the benefit of newbies to this thread can you explain just what the main product is that you're 

selling. 

I don't want to have to trawl through pages of your garbage to find it. :eek: 

 

richardboyce 06-13-2006 05:57 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

If you are telling the truth, you have no legal worries now do you? 

 

 

What's this, a threat? 

 

yossarian 06-13-2006 06:14 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
What's this, a threat?  

 

SBD has repeatedly threatened legal action against a few people here, citing their posts as 

"actionable" libel... just to fill you in. 

 

spanky 06-13-2006 06:14 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by richardboyce  

For the benefit of newbies to this thread can you explain just what the main product is that 

you're selling. 

I don't want to have to trawl through pages of your garbage to find it. :eek: 

 

 

Dont laugh to hard richard...but the product A.C. is claiming is a $10k conference...lol....no one 

knows the education background of the speakers, credentials etc....or even the names of the 

mysterious speakers.....you have to pay $10k before you find any of this info out...lol 

 

richardboyce 06-13-2006 06:21 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  

Dont laugh to hard richard...but the product A.C. is claiming is a $10k conference...lol....no one 

knows the education background of the speakers, credentials etc....or even the names of the 

mysterious speakers.....you have to pay $10k before you find any of this info out...lol 

 

 

And they actually got suckers, oops I mean customers, don't wanna invite a lawsuit :D 

 

richardboyce 06-13-2006 06:34 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

If you are telling the truth, you have no legal worries now do you? 

 

 

Are you satisfied that what you are promoting here is legal? 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-13-2006 07:20 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  



Phinnly, you and Renloyx have done more for our business than 1,000 more innaccuracies from 

SoapBoxMom. Thank you. In fact, you might want to check your PM's from SoamBoxMom and 

Wishyouknew as they may be asking for you to go elsewhere as you are really making the case 

for what we offer.  

 

Phinnly, success leaves clues. It is great to know where you stand. You are anti-network 

marketing and you are anti-Christian. One can click on your screen name to see that as well. The 

humanistic sites that you have recommended for folks to visit are very sad indeed. But they tell 

all. 

 

We are called to love the unlovable. I have and will pray for you that you begin a personal 

relationship with a very real Jesus Christ. You can mock Him with your posts, but He still loves 

you. The nice thing about the truth vs. misguided opinions here is, it is the truth, whether you 

chose to accept it or not. 

 

Our business is flourishing and will continue to do so. We are off to a huge June already. 

Probably more than you make in one year's time. In fact, it gratifies me that I will give more than 

this amount into the Kingdom this year to fund ministries to undo what you are attempting to do 

to individuals.  

 

Are we the only business that puts Christ first? No. Are we the only business folks should 

consider? No. More and more companies are taking a stand on putting Christ first in their 

business and marketplace ministry. In fact, if you are reading this and doing due diligence on 

Advantage Conferences and you find yourselves agreeing with Phinnly, Renloyx and 

SoapBoxMom, Advantage Conferences is not a good fit for you so I can save you the time.  

 

For those that understand that your faith and walk is not out of religious obligation or jumping 

through hoops, and is not designed to be practiced within 4 walls called a church, go through the 

thread and pray for discernment.  

 

Know what this site attracts by it's very name and the fact that the biggest bashers on this thread 

have admitted to NO personal experience with Advantage Conferences. Lies, gossip and 

inaccuracies sell. People are addicted to drama and controversy.  

 

Unfortunately, it also appears that those bashing Christians and this company are addicted to 

making inaccurate statements and hate speech.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Phinnly Slash Buster  

Just a review of what we have learned so far: 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= THEFT 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= LIE 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= PIE IN THE SKY 



Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNCHRISTIAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= UNAMERICAN 

Truly Christ-Centered Business= POTETIALLY DANGEROUS CULT PHENOMENA 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is: Intentionally designed to exclude all non Christians 

Truly Christ-Centered Business is elitist psychotic drivel. 

Truly Christ-Centered Business has absolutely nothing to do with CHRIST 

Truly Christ-Centered Business CAN NOT BE JUSTIFIED BY THE BIBLE. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-13-2006 03:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

You are welcome to read the thread and yes, Advantage Conferences has incredible counsel that 

made sure that all aspects of our business from a use value perspective, as well as the 

compensation plan and NO requirement for product purchase from day 1, was 100% 

legal/compliant. In fact, with a full 100% guarantee in place at the past 3 MMC conferences, and 

over 220-230 attendees, there were only 2 refund requests. The value of the MMC and ongoing 

training and mentoring far exceeds any product cost. Although you will not likely agree with the 

model, there are several using a similar model in the marketplace that have stood up to legal test 

and time. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-13-2006 03:38 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by richardboyce  

Are you satisfied that what you are promoting here is legal? 

 

And yes, I have my MBA, some law classes, as well as several years analyzing over 100 network 

marketing companies. I have also been personally building Advantage Conferences for the past 

year as I have had the opportunity to be around 200+ attendees and representatives. On this 

thread, we have heard from 1 person that states that he was there, but is unwilling to even name 

one speaker at a conference of 100 people. He has, in fact, not attended an MMC.  

 

There are scams out there, but Advantage Conferences is not one of them.  

 

BTW, you asked earlier if that was a threat. Absolutely not. I was stating that Wishyouknew had 

nothing to worry about if in fact, he was sharing the truth from his experiences, but he is not 

sharing the truth and is stating it is because he is afraid of legal action. The facts are that with 

over 100 attendees at the MMC, by Wish sharing who the speakers were with their bios from his 



folder, we would know if he had in fact attended the product--MMC vs. just spewing lies in 

many previous posts. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 04:05 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

And yes, I have my MBA, some law classes, as well as several years analyzing over 100 

network marketing companies. I have also been personally building Advantage Conferences for 

the past year as I have had the opportunity to be around 200+ attendees and representatives. 

On this thread, we have heard from 1 person that states that he was there, but is unwilling to 

even name one speaker at a conference of 100 people. He has, in fact, not attended an MMC.  

 

There are scams out there, but Advantage Conferences is not one of them.  

 

BTW, you asked earlier if that was a threat. Absolutely not. I was stating that Wishyouknew had 

nothing to worry about if in fact, he was sharing the truth from his experiences, but he is not 

sharing the truth and is stating it is because he is afraid of legal action. The facts are that with 

over 100 attendees at the MMC, by Wish sharing who the speakers were with their bios from 

his folder, we would know if he had in fact attended the product--MMC vs. just spewing lies in 

many previous posts. 

 

 

I have been told "by a little mouse" that Poweroldglory is Chris Reed, Tim Darnell's sidekick. 

This would make sense.. This is the reason I thought it was Tim. Chris, has been listening to Tim 

for the last 2 years and is begining to sound like him.  

 

Soapboxdad, I get people signing on/logging on to scam.com who have not posted just to Privite 

Message me information because they are too scared to post because they know Tim will sue 

them.. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 04:23 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

You are welcome to read the thread and yes, Advantage Conferences has incredible counsel 



that made sure that all aspects of our business from a use value perspective, as well as the 

compensation plan and NO requirement for product purchase from day 1, was 100% 

legal/compliant. In fact, with a full 100% guarantee in place at the past 3 MMC conferences, 

and over 220-230 attendees, there were only 2 refund requests. The value of the MMC and 

ongoing training and mentoring far exceeds any product cost. Although you will not likely 

agree with the model, there are several using a similar model in the marketplace that have 

stood up to legal test and time. 

 

There will be a bunch asking for refunds at the next conferences. There has been more people 

request a refund. But, only two that Tim has actually given a refund to. He has given refunds as a 

bribe to try and get them to remove complaints they have filed. The ONLY reason Tim did give 

refunds back are because of the pending lawsuits. --- Soapboxdad, YOU ARE NOT TELLING 

THE WHOLE TRUTH, MY FRIEND! 

 

 

Also keep in mind, any lawyers can be made into puppets by the people signing them checks to 

cash in the bank. --The fact that you claim lawyers have review this is not a validating statement. 

O.J. Simpson had lawyers, that does not mean he was innocent. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 04:33 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

I did find this when I was searcing for some old A/C info, This is a e-mail Tim sent to us reps a 

while back. Tim lied and would like us to believe that the BBB is a for profit organization when 

in fact they are not. They are Non-profit.  

Also, another thing I found funny. Is it with God's merciful hand to sue others?  

Soapboxdad, How would I have this e-mail if I was not a rep..???  

 

 

Hi Team, 

 

 

 

As some of you know, we applied for Better Business Bureau membership in October of this 

past year. Their response to us was to take our $375.00 membership fee and post surprisingly 

erroneous information about our Company. Upon being advised of the posts, we immediately 

sent the documentation that clearly showed the errors of their posting. To our amazement, they 

refused to take them down, correct them, or much less apologize for their mistake, establishing 

a clearly belligerent stance with AC. They offered no contract for enrollment and no 

explanation of their irresponsible action. We, therefore, are now in the process of litigating 



against the north Texas chapter (an independent for-profit franchise) on several counts. 

 

 

Our case is iron-clad and we are well represented. We could use your help, however, and 

here?s how: 

 

 

 

If you have any instances of a Candidate who saw the posting and decided to not continue the 3 

Simple Steps, the President?s Interview, or enrollment due to that posting; or if you have a Rep 

who was intimidated by the posting and decided to pursue other activities, our case will be 

strengthened by knowing those particulars. If you are one of the latter, a Rep who saw the 

posting and was influenced in a negative way, I would appreciate knowing that and won?t think 

any less of you at all. If you saved any e-mail messages from one of these scenarios, that would 

be wonderful. Please forward those to me at: TimD@AdvantageConferences.com. 

 

 

 

With that being said, Advantage Conferences is growing at a fantastic rate and the caliber of 

individuals coming on board is almost beyond my comprehension (though not really). The 

quality of Reps is exactly what we have prayed for, expected and envisioned; and now humbly 

accept as God?s favor and goodness. 

 

 

 

This confrontation with the local agency is our willingness and obligation to stand up to our 

giants and let them know they can?t arbitrarily libel a company based on non-truths. We will 

have future challenges as well, and we are resolutely equipped, with God?s merciful hand, to 

deal with each and every one. I truly thank you for your support and spirit of forward 

movement. This is truly an amazing company with amazing people. More importantly, God is 

absolutely in control, and we will prevail (as plaintiffs). 

 

 

 

We need your instances, if any, as requested in above paragraph 3 as quickly as you can send 

them. Thanks for attending to this issue promptly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Blessings, 

 

 

 

 

mailto:TimD@AdvantageConferences.com


 

Tim Darnell 

 

President 

 

Advantage Conferences 

 

Office: 972-727-4995 

 

1-888-832-7635 

 

This is damaging evidence don't you think.... 

I also just had the idea to do some research as to what the contract for membership to the BBB is. 

It does not seem logicial that they would not have you sign a contract. I am sure that statement 

by Tim is a LIE as well. 

 

BIGfranky75 06-13-2006 04:42 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

wishyouknew... 

 

is it possible for you to change the configuration of the poll as to see who voted for what (by 

screenname)??? i have seen other polls on scam.com set up in this manner to show how people 

voted... 

 

i think it is glaringly obvious that the poll is being stacked by fake screennames by SBD... i 

simply cannot believe that there are that many people that have posted in favor of advantage 

conferences but none of them post their position aside from SBD. 

 

maybe the mods can help us out with that....? sojustask or scambuster, is it possible for you to 

verify that there werent "dummy" screennames that were started up for the sole purpose of voting 

on this poll? can you atleast verify by url? (meaning...did any of the screennames that voted in 

favor of AC share the same or extremely similar email address as soapboxdad?) (please) :o 

hopefully there is something you guys can do... 

 

SBD... if you did in fact create screennames simply for the ability to vote numerous times on this 

poll.... than you have no credibility and you are nothing more than a lying cheat with no 

integrity.... i hope that it comes out that you didnt create screennames for the purpose of voting 

in the poll..... because if you did, it means that you are a dishonest fake. and if thats the case and 

you keep throwing Christ's name around in the manner in which you do, that is shameful, and its 

a disgrace!!! :mad: 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 06-13-2006 05:01 PM 



 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Phinnly, success leaves clues. It is great to know where you stand. You are anti-network 

marketing and you are anti-Christian. One can click on your screen name to see that as well. 

The humanistic sites that you have recommended for folks to visit are very sad indeed. But they 

tell all. 

 

Your postings also leave many clues revealing a psychotic disconnect which allows you and your 

kind to ignore realities that challenge your delusional views. 

Posters in defense of AC have spouted Christian Reconstructionist propaganda. 

"Christian nation" propagandist David Barton, is just one advocate of this agenda and has been 

linked to hard line Neo-Nazis. 

For calling attention to these bizarre inconsistencies in your philosophy you have chosen to call 

me Anti-Christian.  

Your lame attempt to create Christ INC. is not Christian in any way. It is in fact blasphemous 

and disgusting. My criticism is not anti-christian since your behavior and your mission is 

not Christian. 

 

BIGfranky75 06-13-2006 05:10 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences, is it Legal and ethical in its use of Relgion? 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Phinnly Slash Buster  

My criticism is not anti-christian since your behavior and your mission is not Christian. 

 

 

well said Phinnly!!! Bravo! :) 

 

Soapboxmom 06-13-2006 05:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  



And yes, I have my MBA, some law classes, as well as several years analyzing over 100 

network marketing companies. I have also been personally building Advantage Conferences for 

the past year as I have had the opportunity to be around 200+ attendees and representatives. 

On this thread, we have heard from 1 person that states that he was there, but is unwilling to 

even name one speaker at a conference of 100 people. He has, in fact, not attended an MMC.  

 

There are scams out there, but Advantage Conferences is not one of them.  

 

BTW, you asked earlier if that was a threat. Absolutely not. I was stating that Wishyouknew had 

nothing to worry about if in fact, he was sharing the truth from his experiences, but he is not 

sharing the truth and is stating it is because he is afraid of legal action. The facts are that with 

over 100 attendees at the MMC, by Wish sharing who the speakers were with their bios from 

his folder, we would know if he had in fact attended the product--MMC vs. just spewing lies in 

many previous posts. 

 

If you had such a brilliant legal mind, you would realize that Liberty League International just 

settled with the Arizona AG and that settlement is just a taste of what may be coming your way. 

Quote: 

 
In addition to the civil penalties, attorney’s fees and restitution, the defendants are also 

required to:  

 

– Refrain from making unsubstantiated income claims.  

 

– Advise potential customers of the correct percentage of participants who have made a 

profit through their participation in the Liberty League program.  

 

– Refrain from making any false or deceptive statements in their marketing materials. 

Assistant Attorney General Nancy V. Anger handled this case.  

 

 

 

With only 100 attendees and the fact that Wish lives in the area of Texas near Timmy boy, the 

litigious slimeball and devil incarnate himself, Wish should do everything possible to keep his 

ID private. You members of the goon squad will not smoke us out. Since you are so anxious to 

out folks, why don't you give us all your credentials, earnings and the like so we can ferret out 

your ID, scammer! 

 

The only lies com from AC and its reps. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=209179&postcount=821 

Care to try again to explain that? 

 

How about that 0.6 customer to 1 rep ratio? I still burst into laughter everytime I type it! 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=209179&postcount=821


 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 06-13-2006 05:41 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

I have been told "by a little mouse" that Poweroldglory is Chris Reed, Tim Darnell's sidekick. 

This would make sense.. This is the reason I thought it was Tim. Chris, has been listening to 

Tim for the last 2 years and is begining to sound like him.  

 

Soapboxdad, I get people signing on/logging on to scam.com who have not posted just to 

Privite Message me information because they are too scared to post because they know Tim 

will sue them.. 

 

I too have had many very helpful little birds. Either way Tim or his goofball friend, we have 

been sparring with the top guys. Those who are small fish losing money will give up much 

quicker than the big litigious fish. So, let the holy war they declared continue. Are they really 

that ceratin that God is on their side? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 06-13-2006 05:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

If you had such a brilliant legal mind, you would realize that Liberty League International just 

settled with the Arizona AG and that settlement is just a taste of what may be coming your way. 

 

 

 

With only 100 attendees and the fact that Wish lives in the area of Texas near Timmy boy, the 

litigious slimeball and devil incarnate himself, Wish should do everything possible to keep his 

ID private. You members of the goon squad will not smoke us out. Since you are so anxious to 

out folks, why don't you give us all your credentials, earnings and the like so we can ferret out 

your ID, scammer! 



 

The only lies com from AC and its reps. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=209179&postcount=821 

Care to try again to explain that? 

 

How about that 0.6 customer to 1 rep ratio? I still burst into laughter everytime I type it! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

 

 

Here is the info from the Arizona AG regarding Tim's old company he was involved with. 

 

Terry Goddard Settles with Personal Development Marketing Company 

(Phoenix, Ariz. – May 24, 2006) Attorney General Terry Goddard today announced a settlement 

with 

Liberty League International, LLC, and its principals, Brent Payne and Shane Krider. The 

consent 

judgment resolves complaints that the multi-level marketing corporation tricked customers into 

spending 

substantial amounts of money by promising “sizable commissions” if they helped market three 

“personal 

development” products and recruit new participants into the program. 

The settlement requires Liberty League International, based in Scottsdale, to pay $115,000 which 

will be 

used to pay for consumer education, attorneys' fees and investigation costs, and victim restitution 

to be 

determined by the court at a later date. 

According to documents filed in Maricopa County Superior Court, Payne and Krider said 

customers had 

the potential to earn large sums of money if they used and recruited new participants to use 

Liberty 

League’s “personal development” products. In fact, the majority of participants did not earn 

enough to 

cover the amount they paid to buy the products sold to them. 

The personal development products included a home-study course, a four-day 

personal development 

conference and a five-day personal finance and development conference. Prices ranged 

from $1,495 to 

$12,995 per person.In addition to the civil penalties, attorney’s fees and restitution, the 

defendants are also required to: 

– Refrain from making unsubstantiated income claims. 

– Advise potential customers of the correct percentage of participants who have made a profit 

through 

their participation in the Liberty League program. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=209179&postcount=821


– Refrain from making any false or deceptive statements in their marketing materials. 

Assistant Attorney General Nancy V. Anger handled this case. 

If you believe you have been a victim of fraud, please contact the Attorney General's Office in 

Phoenix at 

602.542.5763; in Tucson at 520.628.6504; or outside the metro areas at 1.800.352.8431. To file a 

complaint in person, the Attorney General's Office has 22 satellite offices throughout the state 

with 

volunteers available to help. Locations and hours of operation are posted on the Attorney 

General's Web 

site at www.azag.gov. Consumers are also encouraged to sign up on the Web site to receive 

consumer 

advisories from the Attorney General. 

 

 

 

Hmmm.. Does this sound like Advantage Conferences but, with out the religious twist.. I 

THINK SO!  

It is sad, that the Guys from Liberty League International only got a slap on the wrist! 

 

Soapboxmom 06-13-2006 06:11 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Based on BBB files, this company previously had an unsatisfactory record  

 

advertising claims - The Better Business Bureau reviews business advertising, (newspaper, 

magazine, TV, radio, internet) routinely to ensure that it is truthful and ethical. Claims in 

advertising are measured against basic advertising principles of the BBB Code of Advertising  

BBB Definition: 

 

BBB Code of Advertising - http://www.bbb.org/membership/codeofad.asp  

 

advertising claims - The Better Business Bureau reviews business advertising, (newspaper, 

magazine, TV, radio, internet) routinely to ensure that it is truthful and ethical. Claims in 

advertising are measured against basic advertising principles of the BBB Code of Advertising  

 

which was developed to guide advertisers, advertising agencies and advertising media.  

 

 

. Specifically, on portions of its Web site the company used the term "copyright" and the 

symbol for "trademark" with the name "Millionaire Mindset Conference Income Producing 

System". However, the company stated the name was in fact not copyrighted or trademarked. 

http://www.azag.gov/
http://www.bbb.org/membership/codeofad.asp


The company has recently modified its claims. On November 4, 2005 Bureau staff reviewed the 

site and confirmed the change had been made. 

 

This location is the headquarters location for this company. 

 

Sales Practice Issues - Claims of alleged sales presentations made in person or by telephone that 

contain misrepresentations of the product or service, high pressure sales practices, failure to 

disclose key conditions of the offer, and verbal representations not consistent with written 

contractual terms or agreements.  

 

Company Management 

 

Tim Darnell, president of Advantage Conferences, is identified in Bureau records as the 

president of All Star Entrepreneur, LLC, 1513 Home Park Dr., Allen, TX. which is out of 

business. A separate report  

 

Advertising Review 

 

In October, 2005, the Bureau contacted the company regarding the use on its Web site of 

the term "copyright" and the "trademark" symbol with the name "Millionaire Mindset 

Conference Income Producing System". The company acknowledged that "Millionaire 

Mindset Conference Income Producing System" is not trademarked or copyrighted, and 

agreed to modify those claims on its Web site. 

 

In October, 2005 the Bureau asked the company for substantiation of the earnings claims 

made on its Web site, for example, "$7,000.00 Over and Over and Over Again". The 

company has provided information, which the BBB is reviewing. 
 

In October of 2005, the Bureau questioned the company as to whether its marketing program is 

a pyramid. The company has provided information which the BBB is reviewing. 

 

Industry Tips 

 

Multi-level Marketing 

 

Before participating in any multi-level plan, be sure you have a clear understanding of the 

company's marketing plan. The Bureau recommends that any multi-level marketing plan be 

reviewed by an attorney to make sure the plan is in compliance with multi-level laws in your 

state. 

 

Determine whether you will be required to purchase a certain amount of inventory to participate 

in the plan, and whether company policies allow you to return unsold inventory for a refund. In 

most multi-level plans, the company does not offer refunds to distributors.  

 

You should personally examine the product or service you would be selling to make sure it has 

not been misrepresented. You should do research to see if there is a market for the product in 



your area, and consider your own ability to sell. Be cautious of inflated earnings claims. As an 

independent distributor, no one can guarantee that you will achieve a certain income level. 

 

Report as of June 13, 2006 

Copyright© 2006 Better Business Bureau®, Inc.  

 

Above are highlights of the BBB report. Now, do we believe ol' Timmy boy or the Bureau? It is 

obvious that Timmy has very deceptive ads, makes earnings claims he can't substantiate, and 

claimed certain slogans were copyrighted or trademarked when they were not. So, the lying goon 

got caught and now he has the audacity to sue the BBB for protecting consumers from slime like 

him! 

 

Timmy boy said: 

Quote: 

 

God is absolutely in control, and we will prevail (as 

plaintiffs).  
 

Are you sure God is on your side you nutjob? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

BIGfranky75 06-13-2006 09:53 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

 

Timmy boy said: "God is absolutely in control, and we will prevail"  

Are you sure God is on your side you nutjob? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

 

these people are sick (Tim Darnell, Chris Reed, and SPD).... there is no way that this thing (AC) 

is blessed. trust me...if God's hand were on this, it would be able to maintain growth and thrive 

without all of these legal issues. the fact that this dump of an organization is on the verge of 

being shut down speaks volumes to me. :rolleyes:  

 



these sicko's have been bilking innocent people out of their savings and ruining lives 

(relationships, marriages, etc.) all in the name of God?!?!?!? that is horrendous. these people 

have no shame and the last thing they have to worry about is the authorities.... God is watching 

Tim, Chris, and SPD!!!  

 

(i wouldnt be able to sleep at night if i were you!) :eek:  

 

anyone notice that SPD dissappeared? its very unlike him to not post every 5 minutes.... he hasnt 

been around all day... i wonder what happened? :confused:  

 

(i think that something might be up....) :cool: 

 

richardboyce 06-14-2006 01:12 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Although you will not likely agree with the model, there are several using a similar model in the 

marketplace that have stood up to legal test and time. 

 

 

I wonder if you could name one? 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 06-14-2006 01:41 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by richardboyce  

I wonder if you could name one? 

 

I think he is talking about the markplace where he lives...The Magic Kingdom. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-14-2006 02:06 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wow, another "little birdy" told me that Tim fired Chris Reed a few weeks ago. I wonder 

why...???? 



Probably did the guy a favor and will keep him out of jail. 

 

Good Luck to you Chris, I always thought you were a pretty nice guy.. Just a guy who was 

brainwashed by Tim.  

 

legal disclaimer--These was just found out via the rumor mill and I have not confirmed this to be 

true 
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